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Artificial Intelligence?

AI usually means “Deep supervised machine learning”1

We learn from data

“bottom-up approach”
We learn from 

human

generated data

We use multi layer artificial 

neural network

1 Yann LeCun



Summary of WIPO AI-based Tools and Applications 

Text processing:

WIPO Translate (Neural Machine 

Translation)

Classification & Transliteration*

Chatbots*

Image similarity processing:

 Image classification (logos)

 Image-based search

Speech processing:

Speech to text

Search in video-audio*

Speech to translated text*

* In development
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https://www.wipo.int/branddb/en/


WIPO Translate

Since 2011, using neural networks since 2016

Available as part of Patentscope

Provides instant quality translation in 10 languages

http://patentscope.wipo.int/translate

http://patentscope.wipo.int/translate




WIPO Translate usage on Patentscope…

2.5 Million words translated every day 

(last year:1.5M)

65 % Chinese, Japanese and Korean



Text classification: IPCCat-neural

Automated IPC text classification 

Automated routing 

of patent/technical documents

Improve consistency 

of classification

IPC reclassification

Public web interface

www.wipo.int/ipcpub

http://www.wipo.int/ipcpub
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WIPO Image Similarity Search



Outlook: chatbot

Ongoing project with WIPO service desks

Collect historical emails

Create AI “translation” 

incoming question  answer 

Automated / AI approach not always suitable:



WIPO Speech-to-text 

Not related to patents, an example of machine learning in house 

development based on WIPO conferences

E.g. SCP31 conference is indexed at http://www.wipo.int/s2t

http://www.wipo.int/s2t


Speech-to-text: SCP31 example

Text is aligned with the video

Search engine example:

https://www.wipo.int/s2t/SCP31/SCP_31_2019-12-02_AM_1_mp4.html?start_time=3380.97

Search example: 

https://www.wipo.int/s2t/search.html?conf_id=SCP31&language=en&search_query=trip

https://www.wipo.int/s2t/SCP31/SCP_31_2019-12-02_AM_1_mp4.html?start_time=3380.97
https://www.wipo.int/s2t/search.html?conf_id=SCP31&language=en&search_query=trip


AI and patents, ongoing/future work

Extend WIPO Translate

To other languages

To other language pairs

To written opinion/international search reports

Markush search

Search by text similarity

Name transliteration (cleaning and standardization…)

…



Our strategy, what makes successful projects

Careful choice of potentially successful projects (accept risk and expected 

quality)

Business driven - importance of integration

Quick prototyping “fail fast to innovate faster”

Technological survey, academic network

Open source technologies 

Gather data, data filtering, data cleaning



Expanding our AI footprint to assist IPOs and users of IP 

systems globally

WIPO’s advances and innovations in AI are valuable externally 

 IP industry, and Science and Tech community;

 Member states and national/regional IP Offices;

 UN-family organizations, and other international institutions.

WIPO is mindful of the growing global digital divide and thus committed to 

providing inclusive access to WIPO AI tools

Currently following a demand-driven approach in licensing our AI tools

WIPO continues to drive inter-IPO cooperation on AI by; 

 Organizing conferences and workshops, and running surveys;

 Championing data and AI-tool sharing through collaboration.





Proper names: classification

“guess” country of a person name:

HAN, Guydon => KR

CHEN, Lili => CN

Viswanathan, Anand=>IN

Wojtaszek, Radoslaw=>PL

…

Proper name classification (company or person?):

Metal Paris => Company

Paris Overton => Person

Early prototype available (English only)

http://85.25.43.225:8080/Wtapta/name_info.jsf


Proper name transliteration

Similar to machine translation

“translation” from/to different scripts

“learn” from existing transliterations:

“guess” possible spelling in different script

LI, Lili =>李丽丽

Francis Gurry=>弗朗西斯·古里

埃米·安·瓦兰斯基 => Emy Ann Walanski

可口可乐 => Coca-Cola

كوكاكوال

Coca Cola

Кока Кола코카콜라可口可乐

コカ−コーラ

Early prototype available (Chinese English), Beta version in production for 

JapaneseEnglish on Patentscope

http://85.25.43.225:8080/Wtapta/name_info.jsf

